PRE-Congress Courses

Wednesday April 4, 2018
Preceding and as part of AMWC 2018
5, 6 & 7 April, Monaco

2 Training Programs
Bring your practice to the next level!

AMWC Advanced Facial Aesthetic Masterclass

Advanced Course in Genital Rejuvenation & Cosmetic Gynecology

Information & Registration:
www.euromedicom.com
In depth knowledge of Clinical Facial Anatomy combined with Advanced Injection Techniques ensure SAFE and Optimal results in Aesthetic Medicine. The AMWC Advanced Facial Aesthetic Masterclass is aimed at high level discerning doctors in aesthetic medicine. Two modules of The Top Ten clinically relevant Anatomic Zones will be the focus of each yearly masterclass.

Central Forehead & Temple region will be the focus of the morning program and Lips & perioral region will be covered in the afternoon.

Clinically relevant anatomy is mastered and demonstrated by top plastic surgeons who actually operate and see the live anatomy of facial tissues on a weekly basis. An equally eminent faculty of specialists have been selected to inject these focus zones and share the most relevant pearls and pitfalls aiming to safeguard and grow your aesthetic practice.

Carefully selected models with challenging features within the focus zones are selected with emphasis on cultural, ethnic and gender variations. The lecture topics will be put into practice in the live show where paired injectors will have ample time to discuss surface anatomy, choice of filler and toxin, mode of injection, precautions and after care.

9:00 - 10:30
HOT TOPICS IN CENTRAL FOREHEAD & TEMPLE

- Clinical variation of M. Frontalis & corrugator complex with emphasis on toxin injections ***Dario BERTOSSI***, Italy
- Filler technique in Asian Forehead Aesthetics ***Steven LIEW***, Australia
- Different toxin dilutions and or combining different toxins ***Anne-Marie OLSEN***, UK
- Advanced anatomy of temple and lateral brow ***Ali PIRAYESH***, Netherlands
- Temple & lateral brow injections: Cannula, needle or both ***Gabriella CASABONA***, Brazil

11:00 - 13:00
LIVE SHOW
Detailed explanation and demonstration step by step. 3 injectors and 3 moderators in 3 patients with different frontalis anatomy, Caucasian forehead and temple, filling with needle & cannula.

DEMO 1: Toxin in corrugator complex emphasis ***Dario BERTOSSI***, Italy
DEMO 2: Asian forehead & Temple (filler correction with needle) ***Steven LIEW***, Australia
DEMO 3: Combining different toxins in Male forehead and/or filler (combined needle & cannula) ***Shino BAY AGUILERA***, USA

14:00 - 16:00
HOT TOPICS IN LIPS & PERIORAL REGION

- Advanced lip and perioral anatomy with emphasis on SAFE layers ***Ali PIRAYESH***, Netherlands - Dario BERTOSSI, Italy
- Sensual lips in the USA: Correcting over-injected lips (Anti-Duck lip measures) ***Steven DAYAN***, USA
- Advanced perioral toxin & filler injections: Asian perspective ***Rungsima WANITPHAKDEEDECHA***, Thailand
- Bar Code correction: Effective combination treatments for perioral lines ***Sabrina FABI***, USA
- Perioral rejuvenation: Elegant lips in refreshed surrounding tissues ***Jamuna PAI***, India

16:30 - 18:30
LIVE SHOW

DEMO 1: Young female with sensual lips: Lip augmentation ***Ali PIRAYESH***, Netherlands
DEMO 2: Perioral rejuvenation & enhancement in Men ***Kate GOLDIE***, UK
DEMO 3: Perioral rejuvenation of mature lips: Filler with cannula and needle***Ekaterina GUTOP***, Russia
Recent breakthrough in the aesthetic field and responding to the intimate needs of men and women, cosmetic gynecology and cosmetic andrology transform appearance of intimate zones to look younger and more natural. Different cosmetic procedures are used to reconstruct existing defects or inadequate conditions perceived by some patients. These procedures help them to regain self-confidence and can potentially improve intimate relationship and emotional life. Despite an insufficient documentation on safety and effectiveness and undetermined standard of practice of genital cosmetic rejuvenation, a rising number of men and women are seeking these kinds of care and procedures.

COURSE OBJECTIVES: The course will provide an intensive training on invasive and non-invasive procedures in aesthetic gynecology, andrology and genital rejuvenation. With a heavy focus on LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS and VIDEO TUTORIALS, this course will emphasize practical content that can improve your technique with immediate results. Upon completion of this module, the participants will be able to:

- Understand idea of different treatments and their applications
- Review treatment protocols
- Perform a competent patient assessment
- Identify potential complications, prevention and management strategies
- Determine genital rejuvenation techniques, technology application, indications and contra indications

9:00 - 10:30 - AESTHETIC SURGERY

- VIDEO - Anatomy / Cadaver dissection - Philippe GARCIA, France
- VIDEO - New approach of genital cosmetic surgery for women / Labia minora reduction / Plasty of clitoral hood and mont venus reduction - Laurent BENADIBA, France
- Clitoroplasty - Barbara HERSANT, France - Alexandros BADER, UK
- Perineoplasty, Vaginoplasty and Hymenoplasty - Alexandros BADER, UK
- Surgical penoplasty - Barbara HERSANT, France

10:45 - 11:45 - REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

- VIDEO - Aesthetic lipofilling in female genital area - Barbara HERSANT, France
- PRP injection for female genital area - Ksenija ŠELIH MARTINEC, Slovenia
- VIDEO - PRP injection for male genital area - Hélène SUSSMAN, France
- VIDEO - Nanofat for gynecological rejuvenation - Sophie MENKES, Switzerland

11:45 - 13:00 - TISSUE PHYSICAL INDUCTION

- Radiofrequency and vaginal laxity: Introduction - Laurent BENADIBA, France
- Laser for genital treatments - Alexandros BADER, UK
- Carboxytherapy and other therapies in vulvo vaginal area - Isabel HERMENEGILDO, Portugal
- Microfat alone vs microfat associated with CO2 laser in the genital rejuvenation: A comparison of patients’ satisfaction - Mario GOISIS, Italy

14:00 - 16:00 - TISSUE BIOLOGICAL INDUCTION

- VIDEO - HA injection in vulvovaginal rejuvenation - Nicolas BERRENI, France
- Vaginal dryness - Labia majora augmentation - G spot amplification
- Injection live - Laurent BENADIBA, France
- HA penoplasty film and presentation - Barbara HERSANT, France
- Injection live - Laurent BENADIBA, France
- Presentation carboxytherapy - Gustavo LEIBASCHOFF, USA
- Carboxytherapy - Isabel HERMENEGILDO, Portugal
- LED in vulvovaginal rejuvenation - Isabel HERMENEGILDO, Portugal
- Laser for genital treatments - Alexandros BADER, UK

16:30 - 18:00 - HOW TO STAY YOUNG! Sexual anti-aging for men and women

- Female patient - Claude DALLE, France
- Male patient - Hélène SUSSMAN, France
- Nutrition - Jean-Paul MENINGAUD, France

This course is organized under the aegis of WOSIAM. The program is constructed in conjunction with the University Diploma program DUMEG (Diplome Universitaire de Medicine Esthétique Génitale), Continuing Education training, Faculty of Medicine of Créteil, France.